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WARNING!
Rock climbing and bouldering are inherently dangerous and can cause serious injury or even 
death. This guides judgement of quality, difficulty and danger are extremely subjective. Please 

use common sense and your own judgement while utilizing this guide. Be aware of loose rock, tall 
problems, bad landing and all other potential hazards that accompany the problems described in 
this guide. The author and anyone else involved in producing this guide accept no liability for any 

injury incurred from using this guide.
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History: As with many areas of the batholith, Fantasia’s climbing history began with Dwight Bishop 
and Kurt Krueger. Dwight and Kurt put up a handful of routes on the crags above the parking area 
in the mid 90s. A few other routes were put up over the years by Lance Fisher, Kevin Hutchinson 
and Pat and Tom Kingsbury. I may include these routes in a future edition of this guide, but for now 
Butte’s Climbing Guide by Dwight Bishop is your best resource.
Some bouldering had been done on the hill above the parking area before, but the true potential 
of bouldering at Fantasia was discovered in 2016. I spent much of that summer establishing as 
many problems as I could. Over the next few years I was joined by many others. Here are some of 
the people that have helped establish problems at Fantasia: Matt Abbott, Jesse Christopher, Ryan 
Davis, Adam Fruh, Walter Funke, Jeff Ho, Kevin Hutchinson, Ladd Hutchinson, Jed Jirak, Patrick 
Odenbeck, Aden Parker, Jarred Pickens, Kelsey Sather, Henry Schlotzhauer, Miriam Schlotzhauer 
and Justin Willis.
Climate: If you can get out there, it is possible to boulder at Fantasia year-round. If it has snowed 
much, you are probably better off going elsewhere. The road can get very nasty with snow and ice 
heading down into Gillespie Basin and hiking to the boulders can get much more difficult with snow. 
Dry spring and fall days are obviously the best but it is also possible to climb in the summer as long 
as you chase the shady problems.
Elevation: Most of the problems included in this guide lie between 6300ft and 6800ft.
Access: All of the climbing in this guide is on Forest Service land. Be good stewards and practice 
Leave No Trace ethics.
Restroom: There are two vault toilets at the Four Corners intersection (see map on next page).  
Cell Reception: For Verizon, it’s poor reception at the parking area, but great once you’re at the 
Sequoia Boulder as long as you have a clear view to the east.
Other Considerations: The area is moderately popular with hunters so be aware in the fall. Wear 
bright colors. Dogs too! 
A wildfire burned through much of the climbing area and a much larger area to the north and west 
in August and September of 2019. It had a minimal affect on the boulders but greatly altered the 
terrain in spots. It is also likely that many of the burned trees that are still standing will fall down in 
the near future.
Grades: All grades are subjective and most problems here have not had many ascents. Due to 
this, don’t get too worked up about the grades! All grades are color coded:

V0-V2     V3-V5     V6-V8     V9-V12
Projects: As far as I know, there are no closed projects at Fantasia. Have at ‘em!
Stars: Just like grades, quality ratings are very subjective. Here’s my general definition:
 Zero Stars = Bad problem. Bad rock, bad climbing and unaesthetic.
	  = Generally fun problem, but nothing too memorable.
	  = Very good problem. Missing just a little something keep them from being classic.
	  = Classic! Great rock, great movement and aesthetic.
Ethics: While these points should be obvious they bear repeating:
• Under no circumstances is chipping, manufacturing or enhancing holds acceptable in South-

west Montana. Don’t do it!
• Glue does not belong in the boulder fields. If the hold is not strong enough, let it come off.
• No pad stashing! I know, it’s a hard hike straight up the hill but suck it up and carry your pad in 

and out each time. Eventually, all stashed pads will become rodent fodder and create a giant 
mess.

• Carry out whatever you carry in - trash, tape, cigarette butts, pads, etc. As climbing becomes 
more popular we need to make sure to take care of our climbing areas. Leave the area 
cleaner than when you came.

New Problems/Mistakes: If you establish any new problems let me know! Also, let me know if you 
see any mistakes in this guide or have any comments/questions. Shoot me an email at echris-
tensen605@gmail.com

“The contents of the following guide are not to be taken lightly. The language and sug-
gestions are not for everyone. The grades are subjective to the climber’s strengths and 

weaknesses, as well as the conditions the climbs were completed in. All of the problems 
are listed from left to right as looking at the boulders. Please leave your attitude at home. 

Clothing is optional and loss of skin, muscle, joint, blood, tendon, temper, rubber, and parts 
of the higher reasoning center are mandatory. Now drink it up.”

         
-Aleksander Tkach, Whiskey Gulch Bouldering Guide, 2003

BEST OF THE BEST
(THE THREE STAR PROBLEMS)

Big Shot V0, Page 16
Morgoth V1, Page 27
Stigmatic V1, Page 27

Ghostface Killah V2, Page 12
the Continuum Transfunctioner V3, Page 10

Each New Day V3, Page 24
Bluebird V4, Page 6

High Fidelity V4, Page 6
Maerlyn’s Rainbow V4, Page 16

the Gunslinger V4, Page 16
Trend-Monger V5, Page 12
Freak Show V5, Page 14

Gung-Ho V6, Page 6
Little Wing V6, Page 6
the King V6, Page 8

LiaM V6, Page 26
the Rainbow Bridge V7, Page 20

A Mineral Love V7, Page 24
the Clamshell V7/8, Page 18

Dance Yourself Clean V7/8, Page 27
Sequoia V8, Page 6

Sky King V8, Page 14
Rainbow Prism V8, Page 20
Dermis Suture V9, Page 10

Sky Queen V9, Page 14
Rainbow Bridge Sit V12, Page 20
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Driving Directions: Make your way to Inter-
state 90 Exit 241 and head north on Delmoe 
Lake Road for about 4.2 miles to the ‘four 
corners’ intersection. Take a right at the four 
corners onto what Google Maps calls Whitetail 
Road. Follow Whitetail Road until it eventually 
heads up a pass and drops into Gillespie Basin. 
After 5.4 miles from the four corners intersec-
tion, just as you can see an old abandoned 
wooden structure on the right, turn left onto an-
other dirt road. Park in the large undeveloped 
campsite on the right after about 0.3 miles. It is 
also possible to park just after the campsite but 
it only fits one or two cars and is negligibly less 
hiking. I used the mileage from Google Maps 
and have not been able to confirm it yet.

Approach: From the parking follow the road for 
a few hundred feet. Just after the road bends 
rightward, head down and left and cross the 
creek. On the other side of the creek keep your 
eye out for a game/climber trail that heads 
westward up the steep hill. It is becoming more 
well defined but can still be hard to follow in 
spots. If you can’t find the trail, follow the base 
of the hillside on the right until it starts to pinch 
down to a narrow gap. Head through the gap 
and keep heading up the steep hill until it flat-
tens out to a fairly level bench. Head westward 
across the bench without going up or down 
any steep hills and you will eventually see the 
beautiful east face of the Sequoia Boulder. If 
you move efficiently it’s about 15-20 minutes 
to the Sequoia, 30-40 minutes to the Rainbow 
Bridge and 40-50 minutes to Jerry World.

Lovecraft

Jerry World

Sequoia

Wu-Tang

Sky King

Peabody
Meadow

Dark Tower

Rainbow 
Bridge

Scoop

Four 
Corners

I-90 Exit 241

LiaM

Roof Rock  
More Boulders!

City of Gold  
More Boulders!
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The Sequoia Zone is a hell of an introduction 
to Fantasia bouldering. The zone holds one of 
the best boulders around - the Sequoia. You 
could easily spend an entire day on this boul-
der alone, but if you somehow get bored, there 
are a handful of other classic problem lurking in 
the woods nearby.

Sequoia Boulder East Face
1.  Thrush V2 
Start on the left side of the face and climb upward.

2.  Blackbird V4 
Start the same as Bluebird but traverse the seam left 
about 10 feet then head up the easy slab.

3.  Bluebird V4  
SDS on a broken flake and head up and slightly left. 
Cruxey moving to and from a jug pocket above the 
bulge. FA: EC, 2016

4.  Gung-Ho V6  
Stand start high on good holds, move up to opposing 
pockets then do a precise dyno to the slash. Head 
slightly left for the finish. FA: Jeff Ho, 2017

5.  Sequoia V8  
Start high on the right side of the face with a juggy left 
hand pocket. Make a big move up and right to a bad 
pocket then an ever bigger move to a good sidepull. 
FA: Jeff Ho, 2016

Sequoia Boulder North Face
All of the problems on this face are high quality and 
high stakes. Bring lots of pads and a good spotter!
6.  V for Vendetta V5 
Start high on the good rail on the left side of the face, 
cross to the pocket and finish out left. FA: Jeff Ho, 
2017

7.  Eye of the Gypsy V6 
Same start as V for Vendetta but head up and right. 
FA: MAbbott, 2017

8.  Project
Start on two bad pockets, dyno to the rail and finish on 
either V for Vendetta or Eye of the Gypsy.

9.  Walk the Line V4 
Start high on crimps in the center of the face and fol-
low the seam up and left. FA: Jeff Ho, 2017

10.  High Fidelity V4  
Same start as Walk the Line but after a few moves hit 
the pocket then make a big move up and right to gain 
the airy finish. FA: Jeff Ho, 2017

Approach: See introduction for approach to 
the Sequoia Boulder. The remaining boulders 
in this zone are located to the west of the 
Sequoia.  

11.  Group Therapy V7  
Begin the same as Little Wing, but after the first few 
moves head up the face. FA: Jesse Christopher, 2017

12.  Little Wing V6  
Same shared start as Walk the Line but head right 
and follow the seam to a harder-than-it-looks top out. 
FA: Matt Abbott, 2017

13.  Project 
A sit start to any of the four previous lines may be 
possible.

Sequoia Boulder West Face
14.  Jure Grando V2 
Stand start high in the crystal lined crack and climb 
up. A lower (sit?) start may be possible but it doesn’t 
look too inspiring.

15.  Charlie Brown V5 
Start with a decent left hand crimp/pinch and a bad 
right hand sidepull and climb straight up on sharp 
crimps. FA: EC, 2016

16.  Peppermint Patty V7  
Start with the a decent left hand crimp/pinch (same as 
above) and an undercling for the right. Make one hard 
move to join Charlie Brown. FA: Jeff Ho 2016

17.  Woodstock V1  
Stand start high on jugs and climb upward.

Sequoia Boulder South Face
18.  Cottage Cheese and Oreos V6  
Sit start on the jug feature on the left side of the face. 
Make one or two moves to a good crimp rail then up 
to the difficult top out. FA: EC, 2016

19.  Scavenger’s Daughter V3  
Sit start on the crack under the small roof in the center 
of the face and follow it up and left until it’s possible 
to top out.

20.  Shoggoth V2  
Stand start on the right side of the face and pull on 
with difficulty. Continue up the easier, tall slab.
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Kitty Litter & Balance Sheet
21.  Kitty Litter Monsoon V0 
Climb the corner crack. I rained down a monsoon of 
kitty litter on the FA but don’t worry, there’s plenty left 
for you.

22.  Balance Sheet V3 
Climb the right side of the slab without using the 
crack. Eliminate, but a fun one.

the Golf Block
23.  Lefty V4  
Stand start on good holds at the lip on the left side of 
the face and climb up and right.

24.  Project 
The Black Knight. SDS on the mini compression pillar 
and climb straight up. 

25.  Jesper Parnevik V8  
Stand start on a right mono and a bad left crimp, make 
a couple moves then either jump to the dish over the 
lip or use the pocket to attain the easy top out.
FA: EC, 2016

26.  Cyclone Jack V2 
The dumpy problem on the dumpy boulder left of the 
King.

27.  the King V6 
Sit start on the jug pocket and head straight up to the 
amazing lie-back feature. FA: EC, 2016

28.  the Big Easy V2 
Climb the center of the tall slab.

Petite Pepite Boulder
29.  La Petite Pepite V6 
Start low with a good left crimp and a bad right side-
pull, dyno to the cool sloper and top it out. Short, but 
very fun.  FA: Matt Abbott, Jan. 2018

Jeff Ho, FA of Peppermint Patty V7 
(see previous spread)
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Dude Where’s My Boulder?
1.  Project
There are two good looking potential lines on the left 
side of the face. Both have bad landings and both will 
need additional cleaning.

2.  the Continuum Transfunctioner V3 
Start on the jug slot low in the center of the face and 
climb straight up. FA: EC, 2016

3.  And Then? V5  
Start low on the jug slot on the right side of the face. 
Head up and slightly left. FA: EC, 2016

Deadwood Wall (Lower)
4.  Humperdoo V0  
Stand start and climb up the rounded prow. 

Evil Empire Block
5.  Evil Empire V6 
Located in the a-frame cave formed with the Lovecraft 
Wall. Stand start with a left crimp above head height 
and a lower right gaston. A lower start is possible.

6.  Bulls on Parade V1  
Sit start low on the arete and climb up and left.

7.  Snakecharmer V1 
Stand start matched in the giant hueco feature and 
climb up through it. (no photo)

Stitches Block
8.  Dermis Suture V9  
Start on a good hold low on the left side of the steep 
cave. Climb up a few moves then dyno to the lip and 
mantel. SDS is a project and will be slightly harder. 
FA: HAPS, 2018

9.  Pork Soda V2 
SDS on the left side of the face and head up and left 
along the arete for a bit then up.

10.  Nature Boy V2 
SDS the same as Pork Soda but head straight up.

11.  Snitches Get Stitches V5 
SDS on a broken crimp rail on the right side of the 
face and climb up and left using some very cool grips.
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The Lovecraft Zone hosts a few stand-out 
boulders problems but the real draw is the cliff 
line above the boulders. The Deadwood and 
Lovecraft Walls host seven excellent routes 
from 5.7 to 5.11+ with a good amount of variety 
- cracks, crimps and best of all, giant chicken 
head jugs! 

Approach: Just after passing the Sequoia 
Boulder in the previous zone take a right and 
follow the trail up the hill past some smaller 
boulders. The Dude boulder, partially obscured 
by a large tree, will be the first you come to 
after a few minutes. The others are located just 
below the cliff line above which holds the excel-
lent Deadwood and Lovecraft Walls.
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12.  Bitches Get Stitches V5 
SDS the same as Snitches Get Stitches but head up 
and right instead.

Lovecraft Wall
The Lovecraft Wall holds some of the best easy climb-
ing around - giant chicken heads and perfect patina.
16.  the Shadow Out of Time 5.7  
Giant chicken heads the whole way. A great beginner 
lead. All bolts. FA: EC, 2016

17.  the Colour Out of Space 5.7  
More giant chicken heads. All bolts. FA: EC, 2016

18.  At the Mountains of Madness 5.10  
A crux boulder problem getting to the first bolt (stick 
clip recommended) leads to a fun roof and more great 
chicken heads. Gear and bolts. FA: EC, 2016

19.  the Rats in the Walls 5.9  
Crack and roof system leads to the usual fun chicken 
heads. Bolts and gear. FA: EC, 2016

Deadwood Wall
This excellent wall on the left side of the cliffband 
hosts three fantastic routes that offer a some harder 
climbing than the Lovecraft Wall to the North.
13.  Leviathan Smiles 5.11+  
Start high in the gully on top of a boulder. Stick clip the 
first bolt (mandatory!) and step across the gap onto 
the face. Very good face climbing past four bolts leads 
to easier climbing on gear and a shared anchor with 
Deadwood. FA: EC, 2019

14.  Deadwood 5.10-  
Climb the patina down low to obtain the excellent 
arching hand crack. Finish on the anchor shared with 
Leviathan Smiles. All gear. FA: EC, 2019

15.  Calamity Jane 5.11 
Start by either climbing the grungy wide crack or Hum-
perdoo (#4). Climb up easy cracks to the suspended 
block and the line of bolts above the roof. Finish with 
excellent patina and face climbing. Gear to bolts. FA: 
EC, 2019
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Trend-Monger Boulder
1.  Trend-Monger V5 
Stand start on opposing sidepulls and climb the cool 
dagger feature using compression. Tall, with a bad 
landing. FA: Jed Jirak, 2018

the Teapot Boulder 
2.  Tempest in a Teapot V3 
SDS on the left side of the steep face with a decent 
left hand pocket. Make a big move up to a two finger 
pocket then follow the arete up and right to top out. 
FA: EC, 2019

3.  Project 
SDS in the center of the steep face with a left hand 
sidepull pocket. Head up and left to the arete.

Hunky Dory Boulder
4.  Andy Warhol V1  
Start matched on the slot on the left side of the face 
and head up and a little right. 

5.  Changes V3 
Start matched on a two slopey crimps just above the 
overhang and head up and right.

6.  Kooks V1  
Start on decent holds right of center and head upward.

7.  Fill Your Heart V2 
SDS matched on a crimp rail and make a few moves 
to easier ground on cool patina.

8.  Life on Mars V2 
SDS on a good sidepull, make a big move up and left 
to a good dish, then head up right side of the arete. 

9.  Quicksand V3 
Stand start on right hand knob and bad left hand 
sidepull and climb straight up. SDS (same start as Life 
on Mars) goes at V5 but isn’t as good as the stand in 
my opinion. 

10.  Hunky Dory V1 
Stand start on good holds and climb the balancey slab 
on the right side of the face. 
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The Wu-Tang Zone is one of the better warm-
up zones at Fantasia. Between the Wu-Tang 
Boulder and the Hunky Dory Boulder there are 
more than a dozen excellent problems from V0 
to V6.

Approach: From the Dude Boulder in the 
previous zone take a left and follow the hillside 
for a minute or two. You’ll pass beneath the 
west facing Trend-Monger first with the other 
boulders spread out a few hundred feet to the 
west.
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To Lovecraft 
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Wu-Tang Boulder 
11.  Old Dirty Bastard V2 
SDS under the small roof on the left side of the face 
and climb up.

12.  GZA V6  
SDS on the right side of the black streak and head up 
and slightly right past a bad crimp. FA: EC, 2016

13.  Inspectah Deck V6  
SDS same as GZA but traverse rightward to finish on 
Ghostface Killa. FA: EC, 2016 

14.  RZA V6 
SDS the same as Ghostface Killa but head up and 
slightly left on small holds. May be height dependent.

15.  Ghostface Killa V2  
SDS on a jug rail on the right side of the face and 
climb up and right on good holds. FA: EC, 2016

16.  Method Man V3 
SDS on the arete on the right and follow it to the top. 
Great moves, but one hollow hold that may not be 
around for too long.
 
Tennie Slab Boulder
17.  Tennie Slab V0- 
The tall, dirty slab about 100 feet below the Wu-Tang 
Boulder. (no photo)
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Sky King Boulder
1.  Project
The left side of the huge overhanging face has been 
tried some. Just another monster highball project.

2.  Project
SDS on the lower tier and traverse into Sky King.

3.  Sky King V8 
SDS between the two tiers with a boulder at your 
back. Head up then traverse rightward to a sketchy 
top-out over the slabby boulder. FA: Ho 2018

4.  Sky Queen V9  
SDS on the right side of the upper tier and head up 
then slightly right to the same finish as Sky King. FA: 
MAbbott, 2018

Slice and Dice Boulder
5.  Unknown V? 
The face just left of the arete from a stand start. 

6.  Slice and Dice V3/4 
The right arete from a stand start.

Kaibosh Boulder
7.  the Kaibosh Arete V2  
The right side of the tall arete below the Freakshow 
Boulder. FA: HAPS

Freakshow Boulder
8.  Unknown V3? 
Compression on the northeast corner from a low start.

9.  Pinhead V2 
Crouch start on the right end of the jug rail and head 
up and left using the detached block for the start. 

10.  Pennywise V4 
Start low on the left center of the overhanging face. 
Head up and slightly left on crimps and pockets. 

11.  Penny Show V6/7 
SDS on Pennywise, climb up a few moves then head 
rightward below the lip to finish on Freak Show. A 
sweet link-up.
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12.  Freak Show V5 
SDS in the center of the face and head up. FA: Ho, 
2016

13.  Pickled Punk V6 
SDS on the right side of the face and head up and 
slightly right on opposing crimps. FA: EC, 2016

14.  Punkled Pick V6 
Stand start on crimps and go to a bad mono stack 
then jump to a good edge. 

15.  Mind on Fire V7/8 
The cool scoop feature on the far right side of the face 
from a low start. Steep! FA: MAbbott, 2018

Approach: Head straight up the hill from the 
Teapot Boulder in the previous zone. The Sky 
King Boulder is the obvious gigantic block 
with a huge A-frame cave on it’s left side. The 
Freakshow Boulder is best accessed from the 
Peabody Meadow and has one of the best 
views at Fantasia.
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The Sky King Zone is home to two excellent 
boulders along with a handful of other scattered 
problems. Plan on bringing a few pads and a 
good spotter, many of the best problems here 
are either highball or have some degree of a 
bad landing.



the Dark Tower
Problems #1-#4 appeared to be the only established 
climbs affected by the wildfire that ran through the 
area in September 2019. #1-#3 were significantly 
affected and will likely climb much differently while #4 
appeared to have minimal damage.
1.  Blaine the Mono V0 
SDS on pockets on the left side of the face.
 
2.  Gasher V3 
Stand start on a high pocket and head upward.

3.  Cort V2  
SDS on crimps (I think?) and head up to finish on 
great incut jugs.

4.  the Dark Tower V3  
Stand start on jugs and climb the center of the north 
face to the tallest point. FA: EC, 2017

5.  Zoltan V3 
Stand start with a high right hand slopey pocket and 
climb up. Harder the shorter and less flexible you are.

6.  Ka V1  
Stand start with a bad left and a high right hand. This 
is a good downclimb option.

7.  Oy V1 
Stand start with a left gaston and right sidepull and 
climb up the arete on the right side of the north face.

8.  Lobstrocity V3 
Stand start with a high left sloper edge and climb the 
cool scoops and huecos just left of the tree. 

9.  Maerlyn’s Rainbow V4 
SDS just right of the tree with a left crimp and right 
gaston pinch and climb the nice white face. Like many 
on this boulder, it gets easier just as it starts getting 
tall. FA: EC, 2017

10.  Shardik V5 
Crouch start with a left sidepull and right edge. An 
awkward and hard first move leads to a fun crux.

11.  the Send V4 
SDS with a left sidepull and right edge. Head up the 
steep face with fun, big moves on good rock.
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Although it only consists of two boulders, the 
Dark Tower Zone packs a punch, especially 
if you’re looking for problems V5 and under. 
The Dark Tower also makes for an excellent 
warm-up option if you’re heading to the next 
few zones on top of the hill. 

Approach: From the Sequoia Boulder head 
back towards the parking for a few hundred 
feet then take a left (north) and hike up staying 
right of the slabs and small cliff bands. Con-
tinue heading north until you run into the Dark 
Tower. The City is up the hill to the west of the 
Dark Tower. 
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12.  Thuderclap V5/6 
Crouch start on two edges at the lip of the roof. A 
couple tensiony moves lead to a big throw and a fun 
top out.

13.  the Gunslinger V4 
Stand start with left edge and right hueco. Big moves 
on good holds lead to a sequential end. FA: EC, 2017

Fallout Boulder
This recent addition hasn’t made it on the map yet. It’s 
visible directly north of the Dark Tower.
14.  Post Apocalyptic Arete V0 
The left side of the tall left arete. 
 
15.  Wasteland V0 
The juggy arete just left of the clean vertical face.

16.  Fallout V3  
SDS on a jug and head up and slightly right on pock-
ets. Finish left (semi-clean) or direct (not cleaned). 

17.  Tastes Like Burning V3 
Stand start on high pockets on the right side of the 
face. A couple hard moves leads to an easy top.

the City
18.  Big Shot V0 
Climb the right side of the tall east face. FA: EC, 2016
 
19.  Arthur V1 
The scoop and layback feature right of Big Shot.

20.  Chairface Chippendale V3  
The face left of the small tree from a low start. 

21.  Dinosaur Neil V0 
The face just left of the crack.

22.  Sewer Urchin V1  
The crack and face to the right.

23.  the Evil Midnight Bomber What Bombs at 
Midnight V3 
The short face a few feet right of the crack.

24.  the Tick V3 
The only problem on the south face. Start on a pocket 
in the scooped out face and head up and over. 
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X Marks the Spot Boulder
1.  Chossy McChossflake V1 
Stand start high on the chossy flake and climb up.

2.  X Marks the Spot V5 
Stand start on a high left crimp/pinch and a chest 
height right crimp. A dynamic first move leads to a 
slightly tricky top out. Very cool rock. FA: EC, 2017

3.  X Marks the Spot SDS V7  
SDS for the previous problem. FA: Ho, 2017

4.  Junior V1  
Decent lowball around the corner to the right of the 
previous problems. SDS matched on the low jug rail.  

the Uncle Peabody South Face
5.  Project
Start as far left (SDS?) on the seam and follow up 
and right. There may be a more direct finish possible 
as well. Very hard, very highball and likely very good. 
Tall, bad landing and it traverses so you’re going to 
want every single pad you can muster.

6.  Project 
The amazing highball black streak. Pick your poison 
- easier left exit over a bad landing or harder right exit 
over a better landing. Either way it’s hard and tall.

7.  Blood Diamond V8 
Same as previous but after a few moves make a big 
move out right to a good hold then commit to the high 
crux. FA: Justin Willis, 2018

the Uncle Peabody North Face
8.  You Chew the Math V4 
Stand start and climb the white crystal lined scoop 
feature. Fun crux getting established on the slab.

9.  Marble House V6/7 
Stand start right three finger undercling pocket and 
left undercling pocket and climb straight up. A much 
harder SDS may be possible. 

fantasia
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Although it includes two other fantastic boul-
ders, the true draw of the Peabody Meadow 
is the incredible Uncle Peabody Boulder. The 
Uncle Peabody is one of the most impressive 
boulders at Fantasia, which is saying a lot. It 
also happens to hold two of the craziest high-
ball projects in Montana on it’s south face.

Approach: Head straight up the hill from 
either the Sky King Boulder (Sky King Zone) 
or the City (the Dark Tower Zone) to the open 
meadow with the gigantic Uncle Peabody 
looming to the north. From the Uncle Peabody, 
X Marks the Spot is easily visible just to the 
southwest, while the Clamshell is farther away 
to the southeast. With the recent fire clearing 
the deadfall, it may be faster to approach the 
Peabody Meadow via the Dark Tower Zone.
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To the Dark Tower Zone

the Uncle Peabody West Face
10.  Neon Joe V0 
Stand start on the jug rail right of the arete and climb 
up. This is the easiest downclimb off the boulder.

11.  Echo of the Material Plane V1 
The slab between the two large trees on the left side 
of the west face.

12.  Gale Force V7 
SDS on the jug pocket and head up past a very 
reachy crux. FA: EC, 2017

13.  Drunk Uncle V3  
Stand start high just right of the light streak. Make a 
big move to a better hold and continue up on easier 
terrain. The lower start is a project. FA: POdenbeck

14.  Jeopardy V3  
From the rock slab at the base, lean across to the high 
jug rail and pull on. No fall crux right off the bat, then 
easier climbing on jugs.

15.  Project
Lean across the rock slab and pull on just right of the 
Jeopardy. Climb up and right over a terrible landing.

the Clamshell
16.  Pearl Diver V5/6  
Start at the top of the vertical seam on the left and 
follow it left to top out. FA: HAPS, 2017

17.  Sealed Shut V7/8  
SDS to the previous using the vertical seam. 
FA: HAPS, 2017

18.  the Clamshell V7/8 
Crouch start on crimps and head to the horizontal 
seam. Move slightly left then dyno straight up. Stand 
start is V6. You’re going to want a few pads and a 
good spot due to the tiered landing. FA: Ho, 2017

19.  Project 
Start on the far right side on a hueco and follow the 
seam all the way left to finish on Pearl Diver.
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the Rainbow Bridge South Cave
1.  the Rainbow Bridge V7 
Start midway out the left side of the roof on a good 
undercling. Brilliant, horizontal compression climbing 
leads to a jug above the lip and a relatively easy slab 
finish. One of the best. FA: EC, 2016
 
2.  the Rainbow Bridge Sit V12 
SDS at the base of the horizontal prow with two 
underclings and climb out to join the Rainbow Bridge. 
One of the best AND one of the hardest. FA: HAPS, 
2018

3.  Rainbow Prism V8  
Start in the back right side of the cave and head 
out amazing horizontal climbing to the same finish 
as the Rainbow Bridge. Another classic from Henry 
Schlotzhauer. FA: HAPS, 2018

the Rainbow Bridge North Cave
4.  the Last Breakfast Buffet V6  
Stand start with a high, good right crimp and left un-
dercling. Big first move leads to a tricky top out. SDS 
is a project. FA: EC, 2017

the Giant - Cave Side
5.  500 V5 
Crouch start on underclings in the center of the cave. 
Head up and left, mantel onto the large feature then 
climb up the right side of the high slab.

6.  Project 
The face between 500 and Hummingbird has been 
tried a little bit.

7.  Hummingbird V5 
SDS on the right side of the cave-side face. Move the 
gaston then head up the lip and perform the cruxy 
rock-over. FA: EC, 2016

the Giant - East Face
8.  the Spark V6 
Stand start with left sidepull/undercling and right 
crimp. Climb up and left. FA: MAbbott, 2018

fantasia
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The Rainbow Bridge Cluster is one of the 
premier zones at Fantasia thanks to the incred-
ibly unique roof found in the middle of it. The 
roof is home to three of the best and steepest 
problems in the batholith, including one of the 
hardest problems in Montana. 

Approach: The Rainbow Bridge Cluster is just 
behind a small granite ridge line on the west 
side of the Peabody Meadow. The easiest path 
is directly west of the backside of the X Marks 
the Spot Boulder. Navigate up and over the 
spine of rock and down to the Rainbow Bridge.
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the Giant - North Face
9.  They Might Be Giants V3 
Stand start on a left undercling and a lower right 
sidepull/undercling. Crux is in the first 10 feet, fol-
lowed by about 20 feet of 5.6, then another 20 feet of 
scrambling to the summit.

the Giant - West Face
10.  Wings V8/9 
SDS on the right side of the west face with an odd, 
blocky hold and toss up to the crescent crimp with 
your left hand then traverse right to better holds. Once 
standing on the ledge either call it good or continue up 
the tall, easy face. (no beta photo)

Code Fu Boulder
11.  Code Fu V5 
Stand start with a high right pocket and lower left 
pocket/crimp. A few hard pulls lead to an easy top out.

Fu-Go Boulder
12.  Point of Perspective V6/7 
Stand start using a pocket, jump to the lip and top it 
out. FA: HAPS, 2018

13.  Fu-Go V1/2 
SDS and climb the slots and edges on the right side 
of the small boulder above the Rainbow Bridge. FA: 
EC, 2016
 
Corridor
14.  Unknown
It appears a few lines have been done in the corridor 
to the east of the Rainbow Bridge. Let me know if you 
cleaned/climbed these! (no beta photo)

Patina Boulder
Additional problems have likely been done on the 
beautiful patina covered west face of this block. 
15.  Lobster Back V7 
In the cave on the north side of the boulder. Begin 
on the left side of the cave and traverse the lip up 
and right. There is potential for some other very hard 
problems in this cave. (no beta photo)

16.  The Aden Parker Memorial 
 Boulder Problem V1/2 
Tall patina line ascending the second black streak 
from the left. 

17.  Soft Coffee V3 
SDS on the nice patina jug and head straight up past 
big moves on small holds. A large tree has fallen on 
top of this boulder rendering this problem un-climbable 
until it is removed.

18.  Second Shot V3 
Stand start and climb the right side of the face.

Jeff Ho, FA of X Marks the Spot SDS V7
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Jerry’s Boulder
1.  Hella V8 
Stand start on underclings, bump right hand to an-
other undercling, go left to a crimp/pocket the toss to 
the jug pocket with your right hand. FA: MAbbott 2017

2.  A Mineral Love V7 
Stand start on with left undercling and right sidepull 
and throw to a good pocket. A few more tough moves 
on pockets and crimps lead to a very easy highball top 
out. FA: MAbbott 2017
 
3.  Project
The right side of the clean streaked face has been 
tried but not completed. You’re going to want a few 
pads for this one.

4.  Each New Day V3  
Stand start on pockets and climb the beautiful highball 
prow. FA: Jarred Pickens, 2017

5.  Each New Day SDS V6  
SDS on sidepulls and climb up and into Each New 
Day. Good, but not quite as good as the stand. 

6.  Project
The left side of the west face was attempted and 
cleaned on a rope but hasn’t been bouldered. V6-ish 
mono crux a bit off the deck.

7.  Hold Tight V6  
The slab in the center of the face.

8.  Kelsey’s Problem V3  
Stand start in the center of the slab. Head up and right 
to a good pocket then straight up.

9.  Trixie V1 
The slab on the far right side of the face.

6

5

Jerry World may be the longest hike for areas 
included in this guide, but it is absolutely worth 
it. Two classic problems have been established 
here and there is potential for at least a few 
more. There is a decent looking boulder on the 
right between here and the Rainbow Bridge 
that is undeveloped. 

Approach: Head straight west from the Rain-
bow Bridge Cluster. After a few minutes you 
will need to traverse a hillside that slopes down 
to the north. Angle slightly uphill and to the left 
(south) along this hill. It’s about a 5-10 minute 
from the Rainbow Bridge.
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A&C Boulder
10.  Amalgamation and 
Capital V4 
SDS on the good rail and 
dyno to the jug hueco. Finish 
straight up using the arete. 610
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LiaM Boulder
1.  LiaM V6 
Stand start on head height crimps and climb the ter-
rific technical face. FA: EC, 2016

2.  Doomed V5 
Stand start on head height left sidepull and right crimp 
on the right side of the face. A hard first move leads to 
easier climbing.

Project Boulder
3.  Project
Climb the gorgeous face using the seams and pockets 
from as low as you can go. 

fantasia
Liam zone
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Approach: From the Sequoia Zone head 
downhill to the bottom of the drainage then 
head downstream along the streambed. The 
LiaM Boulder is on the right (south) side of 
the streambed and is just south of a cluster of 
undeveloped boulders. The Project Boulder is 
slightly hidden downstream (east) of the LiaM 
boulder a few hundred yards.
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If you’re looking for a zone of concentrated 
problems from V0 to V5, the Scoop Cluster is 
a fantastic option. Along with nearly 20 excel-
lent problems in the lower grades, the zone 
also includes the stand-out pocket problem 
Dance Yourself Clean. Due, to the copious 
amount of tree shade, the Scoop Cluster is a 
great option on warmer days.

Approach: From the Sequoia Zone head 
straight south down the drainage and up the hill 
on the other side. From the top of the hill con-
tinue south downhill until you run into the small 
creek bed. It may or may not have water run-
ning, depending on the season. Turn right and 
head upstream (west) for a few hundred feet 
until you run into the obvious Scoop Boulder.
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the Scoop Boulder
1.  Morgoth V1 
Start the same as Stigmatic but climb up and left to 
the round hueco then straight up over the very bad 
landing. FA: EC, 2017

2.  Stigmatic V1 
Stand start with a left hueco jug and head straight up 
cool pockets to a high, slopey crux on the broad arete. 
FA: EC, 2017

3.  Gothmog V1 
Stand start on a high right pocket and head up the 
right side of the broad arete. 

4.  Dance Yourself Clean V7/8  
Stand start with a high left crimp/pinch and right on the 
arete. Tension and pocket strength will see you to the 
top. The SDS matched on the jug pocket will be quite 
hard and good. FA: EC, 2018

5.  the Scoop V2 
Stand start on high pockets in the middle of the 
scooped out slab.
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One of the smallest zones at Fantasia, the 
LiaM Zone is worth the short hike from the Se-
quoia Boulder. The zone is home to the techni-
cal classic LiaM and a fantastic, and likely very 
hard, project. There is room for a handful more 
problems on the nearby boulders as well.
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Jon Scott, Dance Yourself Clean V7/8

the Scoop Boulder 
6.  the Downclimb V0  
The far right side of the west face. As you may have 
guessed, this is also the easiest way off the boulder.

7.  Kodachrome V5 
Stand start on head height crimps. Terrible feet to 
begin.

8.  Landslide V1 
Stand start with a slopey right pocket and climb up 
through great pockets and huecos. The SDS goes at 
V4 but loses a star. 

the Three Boulder
9.  the Prisoner V3 
SDS left jug and right pocket and head up and a little 
left. 

10.  the Lady of the Shadows V4 
Stand start leaning off the boulder with a couple 
crimps.

11.  the Pusher V4 
Stand start with a left sidepull and right edge and 
climb the slopey prow. Adds one thrutchy move and 
one grade to start right hand pocket instead. SDS may 
be possible as well.

the Horror Hotel
12.  Horror Hotel V3 
SDS left pocket and right sidepull crimp and climb the 
slopey arete.

13.  Devil’s Whorehouse V2 
SDS on a good left pocket and climb the right side of 
white face.

the Misfits Boulder
14.  Demonomania V5  
Stand start left jug and right bad pocket. Dyno to the 
lip then figure out the transition onto the slab. 

15.  Mephisto Waltz V4 
Stand start left slopey jug and right gaston. Head up 
to another tricky top out.

16.  Astro Zombies V1  
Stand start on crimps and make a big move to the 
ledge. From there, join the finish of Braineaters.

17.  Braineaters V1 
Stand start on the horizontal jug and climb left on to 
the large flake.

18.  Skulls V2 
Stand start on the same jug as Braineaters but head 
straight up avoiding the flake out left. 

Free Bird
19.  Free Bird V4 
SDS on good crimps and head up the face left of the 
arete. Better than it looks. 
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the Parking Boulder
1.  Boxy Brow V3 
SDS using the large hueco west face and head 
straight up.

2.  Blood Feast Island Man V1 
SDS on underclings, head up and slightly left to the 
large hueco then mantel your way to the top.

1.  Handbanana V1 
Climb the left side of the southeast arete from a stand 
start.

2.  Ezekial V0 
The right of center line on the east face from a stand 
start. SDS goes at V2.

fantasia
the parking boulder
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While it’s the shortest hike of any area at Fan-
tasia, the Parking Boulder is last in this guide 
because it is one of the last zones you should 
visit. Save it for a day you get a second wind 
once you’re back at the car and don’t want to 
head back up the hill...

Approach: From the parking area follow the 
road west until it starts to bend north. From 
here, head south, cross the stream and hike up 
the short steep hillside. Once on top the hill the 
boulder should be visible.
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Fallout from the September 2019 wildfire.
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-------------------V0-------------------
 ̇ Big Shot                    	16
 ̇ Wasteland                    		16
 ̇ Ezekial                      		30
 ̇ Humperdoo                     			10
 ̇ Blaine the Mono                     			16
 ̇ Post Apocalyptic Arete                     			16
 ̇ Dinosaur Neil                     			16
 ̇ Neon Joe                     			18
 ̇ the Downclimb (the Scoop Boulder)                    			28
 ̇ Kitty Litter Monsoon                     			08
 ̇ Tennie Slab                     			12

-------------------V1-------------------
 ̇ Morgoth                    	27
 ̇ Stigmatic                    	27
 ̇ Snakecharmer                     		10
 ̇ Hunky Dory                     		12
 ̇ Fu-Go                     		22
 ̇ Gothmog                     		27
 ̇ Landslide                     		28
 ̇ Astro Zombies                     		28
 ̇ Braineaters                    		28
 ̇ Blood Feast Island Man                		30
 ̇ Woodstock                     			06
 ̇ Bulls on Parade                     			10
 ̇ Andy Warhol                     			12
 ̇ Kooks                     			12
 ̇ Ka                     			16
 ̇ Oy                    			16
 ̇ Arthur                     			16
 ̇ Sewer Urchin                     			16
 ̇ Junior                     			18
 ̇ Echo of the Material Plane                    			18
 ̇ Trixie                     			24
 ̇ Handbanana                    			30
 ̇ Chossy McChossflake                     			18

-------------------V2-------------------
 ̇ Ghostface Killah                   	12
 ̇ the Big Easy                    		08
 ̇ Pork Soda                     		10
 ̇ Fill Your Heart                     		12
 ̇ Life on Mars                     		12
 ̇ the Kaibosh Arete                     		14
 ̇ Cort                     		16
 ̇ the Aden Parker Memorial...                    		22
 ̇ the Scoop                    		27
 ̇ Skulls                		28
 ̇ Thrush                     			06
 ̇ Jure Grando                     			06
 ̇ Shoggoth                     			06
 ̇ Nature Boy                     			10
 ̇ Old Dirty Bastard                     			12
 ̇ Pinhead                    			14
 ̇ Devil’s Whorehouse                     			28
 ̇ Cyclone Jack                     			08
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-------------------V3-------------------
 ̇ the Continuum Transfunctioner                  	10
 ̇ Each New Day                    	24
 ̇ Tempest in a Teapot                     		12
 ̇ Quicksand                     		12
 ̇ Method Man                     		12
 ̇ Unknown                     		14
 ̇ the Dark Tower                     		16
 ̇ Zoltan                     		16
 ̇ Lobstrocity                    		16
 ̇ Fallout                		16
 ̇ Jeopardy                     		18
 ̇ They Might Be Giants                     		22
 ̇ Second Shot                     		22
 ̇ Kelsey’s Problem                     		24
 ̇ Scavenger’s Daughter                     			06
 ̇ Balance Sheet                     			08
 ̇ Changes                     			12
 ̇ Gasher                     			16
 ̇ Tastes Like Burning                     			16
 ̇ Chairface Chippendale                    			16
 ̇ the Evil Midnight Bomber...                    			16
 ̇ the Tick                     			16
 ̇ Drunk Uncle                     			18
 ̇ Soft Coffee                    			22
 ̇ the Prisoner                     			28
 ̇ Horror Hotel                    			28
 ̇ Boxy Brown                    			30

-------------------V4-------------------
 ̇ Bluebird                   	06
 ̇ High Fidelity                   	06
 ̇ Maerlyn’s Rainbow                   	16
 ̇ the Gunslinger                   	16
 ̇ Walk the Line                     		06
 ̇ Pennywise                     		14
 ̇ the Send                     		16
 ̇ You Chew the Math                     		18
 ̇ the Pusher                    		28
 ̇ Mephisto Waltz                    		28
 ̇ Blackbird                     			06
 ̇ Lefty                     			08
 ̇ Slice and Dice                     			14
 ̇ Amalgamation and Capital                    			24
 ̇ the Lady of the Shadows                    			28
 ̇ Free Bird                    			29

-------------------V5-------------------
 ̇ Trend-Monger                   	12
 ̇ Freak Show                   	14
 ̇ V for Vendetta                     		06
 ̇ Charlie Brown                     		06
 ̇ And Then?                     		10
 ̇ Snitches Get Stitches                     		10
 ̇ Shardik                     		16
 ̇ Thunderclap                     		16
 ̇ X Marks the Spot                    		18
 ̇ Pearl Diver                    		18
 ̇ Hummingbird                     		20
 ̇ Demonomania                     		08
 ̇ Bitches Get Stitches                     			10
 ̇ 500                    			20
 ̇ Code Fu                    			22
 ̇ Doomed                    			26
 ̇ Kodachrome                    			28

-------------------V6-------------------
 ̇ Gung-Ho                  	06
 ̇ Little Wing                    	06
 ̇ the King                     	08
 ̇ LiaM                     	26
 ̇ Eye of the Gypsy                     		06
 ̇ Cottage Cheese and Oreos                    		06
 ̇ La Petite Pepite                     		08
 ̇ GZA                     		12
 ̇ Inspectah Deck                    		12
 ̇ Penny Show                		14
 ̇ Pickled Punk                     		14
 ̇ Marble House                     		18
 ̇ the Last Breakfast Buffet                    		20
 ̇ the Spark                     		20
 ̇ Point of Perspective                     		20
 ̇ Each New Day SDS                     		24
 ̇ Hold Tight                     		24
 ̇ Evil Empire                     			10
 ̇ RZA                     			12
 ̇ Punkled Pick                    			14

-------------------V7-------------------
 ̇ the Clamshell                   	18
 ̇ the Rainbow Bridge                   	20
 ̇ A Mineral Love                   	24
 ̇ Dance Yourself Clean                   	27
 ̇ Group Therapy                     		06
 ̇ Peppermint Patty                     		06
 ̇ Mind on Fire                     		14
 ̇ X Marks the Spot SDS                     		18
 ̇ Gale Force                     		18
 ̇ Sealed Shut                    		18
 ̇ Lobster Back                    		22

-------------------V8-------------------
 ̇ Sequoia                   	06
 ̇ Sky King                   	14
 ̇ Rainbow Prism                     	20
 ̇ Jesper Parnevik                     		06
 ̇ Blood Diamond                     		18
 ̇ Wings                     		22
 ̇ Hella                     		24

-------------------V9-------------------
 ̇ Dermis Suture                  	06
 ̇ Sky Queen                    	06

------------------V12------------------
 ̇ Rainbow Bridge Sit                   	18

-------------projects-------------
 ̇ Sequoia Boulder #8                   06
 ̇ Sequoia Boulder #13                   06
 ̇ the Black Knight                     08
 ̇ DWMB #1                     		10
 ̇ the Teapot Boulder #3                     		12
 ̇ Sky King Boulder #1                     		14
 ̇ Sky King Boulder #2                     		14
 ̇ Uncle Peabody #5                   18
 ̇ Uncle Peabody #6                   18
 ̇ Uncle Peabody #15                     18
 ̇ the Clamshell #19                     		18
 ̇ the Rainbow Bridge #6                     		20
 ̇ Jerry’s Boulder #3                     		24
 ̇ Jerry’s Boulder #6                     		24
 ̇ Project Boulder #3                   26

--------------routes--------------
 ̇ the Shadow Out of Time (5.7)                  	11
 ̇ Deadwood (5.10-)                  	11
 ̇ At the Mountains of Madness (5.10)                    	11
 ̇ Leviathan Smiles (5.11+)                    	11
 ̇ the Colour Out of Space (5.7)                    		11
 ̇ the Rats in the Walls (5.9)                    		11
 ̇ Calamity Jane (5.11)                     		11


